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Please note that all presentations and videos from the day are available on egta website. 
* You need to log in to access this information. 
 

INTRODUCING EGTA’S BAM PROJECT - BRIDGES IN [AUDIENCE] MEASUREMENT 

 
 Katty Roberfroid, Director General, egta 
 

 
 
 

 
Watch on egta website 
 

• When it comes to measurement, egta – its members and Board of Directors – is convinced that building 
bridges is what our industry most needs: between industry partners, between continents, between media, 
devices and platforms, between content and advertising, between various fields of expertise, between 
individual initiatives, methodologies – older and widely accepted ones as well as newer and equally 
valuable ones.   

• egta represents a very wide network of TV and radio sales houses: large and small, in all kinds of markets, 
in Europe and beyond. Therefore, egta is ideally positioned to represent the TV ad sales industry at large 
in the context of this specific “bridging” experience.  

• egta is also one of the proud founding members of the Global TV Group – the international initiative to 
promote the profoundly digitally transformed medium that is TV today. And having measurement and data 
strategies which are relevant to the digital reality is an important base for the effective promotion of TV. 
Especially when one starts using digital jargon and metrics to evaluate TV the numbers are impressive 
and TV’s reach is unbeatable.  

• While TV’s reach and brand building power of TV are not being questioned, advertisers demand new 
measures, new standards, new currencies and new KPIs. The main goal of the meeting is bringing together 
players who have part of the solutions in their hands and report on these solutions which egta believes 
ought to be part of a more flexible and complete “media accountability” toolbox.   

 
 

Fabrice Mollier, Past egta President and Advisor to BAM - Deputy General Director 
Marketing, Revenue Management, Strategy Canal+ Régie 
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• As a part of the BAM project, egta conducted 70 in-depth interviews in the EU, in Canada and the US with 
agencies, advertisers, broadcasters, sales houses, tech providers, JICs and measurement companies. 
The main purpose was to assess the needs and expectations of key players regarding measurement, 
targeting and performance of TV and video. We set out to prove that there are already many solutions 
available. So the idea was to identify and acknowledge these solutions and start “connecting the dots”.  

• BAM is building bridges in five directions 
✓ between TV and digital - advertisers want to have a single video currency  
✓ between countries – there is a need for international standards for TV 
✓ between media metrics and business outcomes – to focus on sales and branding KPIs  
✓ between past, present and future - TV is evolving beyond linear and living room  
✓ between industry partners from buy and sell sides – to facilitate a dialogue and cooperation 

• Some key observations from the interviews are the following: 

http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124
http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=274&presentation=962
http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=274&presentation=962
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✓ The premium video experience (both in terms of content and advertising) is at the heart of the TV 
business and will continue to be  

✓ There is no one-size-fits-all solution and there is no one direction to take  
✓ Fragmentation forces evolution but we do not necessarily have to chose between old and newer 

approaches to measurement and data at large.  Ideally, we should aim at taking the best of both 
worlds 

✓ TV works on both ends of the funnel – brand building and sales – and we need to develop 
measurement tools and data to prove it 

✓ TV audience measurement is here to stay as a golden standard  
✓ There is an unprecedented sense of urgency – the time to act is now!  

 

ALIGNING EXPECTATIONS: 
OVERCOMING CURRENT FRUSTRATIONS, DEFINING PRIORITIES AND PLANNING FOR ACTION 

 
The advertiser’s view  

 
James Seckel, Director of Media EMEA, Expedia Group  
 

 
 
 
 

Watch on egta website 
 

• Expedia is a growing company; therefore, it has to invest most of its marketing budgets in the media which 
can provide data to measure direct business performance and tools to optimise ad campaigns in close to 
real time.  

• Because most of the transactions are taking place online, the matching of media impressions with 
customers’ actions is a crucial backbone of the attribution model that informs Expedia’s marketing 
investments. Whereas they are common practice for TV models of attribution based on modelling, 
approximations and samples are not applicable for online businesses like Expedia.  

• To address the attribution challenge and to increase marketing investments from such clients, TV has to 
enrich its first party data to enable direct impact measurement.  

• The way global budgets are allocated is based on a country by country basis depending on their efficiency. 
And those countries which can show the optimal business performance per ad break part will see their 
investments increased.  

• Currently, TV publishers in America, Asia and the UK have better 1st party data offers than most of 
European publishers. Given the potential, richer pools of data are a huge business opportunity for European 
TV broadcasters and sales houses.  

• With all the above in mind, the main tasks for TV publishers are: 
✓ Activate larger and richer volumes of 1st party viewers data  
✓ Provide an opportunity to buy and test campaigns regionally  
✓ Develop cooperations with the advertiser’s global media team – we can help each other with insights to 

drive performance  
 
  

http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=275&presentation=963
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The agency’s view  
 

Barry Cupples, CEO Omnicom Media Group, Investment  
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• Advertisers, media and agencies have at least one common interest: to drive performance. There is a 
strong call for better collaboration across Europe and for the setting up a common metric to measure 
performance, especially in the context of off-line and online attribution.  This is a priority and should be at 
the heart of such cooperation.  

• In many instances, the ad industry is still on the “guess” side of things while advertisers clearly demand a 
shift to the “prove” side of the business.  

• A “Prove” economy is based on data. At the same time, data sharing or the common usage of data to drive 
and measure performance is a big issue in Europe, especially in the context of GDPR. US TV publishers 
are a bit ahead in this area and can serve as a model. We want to move towards “success” metrics – egta 
and EACA needs to work together on this.  

• Advertisers would benefit from data sharing too and companies like Expedia are a good example of such 
collaboration.  

• After data and performance metrics, the second biggest priority for the TV industry in their competition with 
FANG is how to make TV inventory more accessible and easier to buy at scale as well as addressable.  

• TV can’t stand still while it searches for the perfect solution. There is no ideal way now either to merge 
panel and census data or to trade video inventory across platforms. But there are working solutions 
accepted by advertisers and agencies. TV has to move forward and offer to the market its own solutions, 
even if they are not perfect.    

 
The Broadcaster view  
  

Mikael Ekelöf, Director of Sales & Business Development TV4 
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• TV4’s way forward is to consider all TV premium content as TV regardless of the delivery method - linear 
or on demand, broadcast or online.  

• While linear viewing may be declining, the total Reach of TV is increasing. It should be JICs’ main priority 
to introduce a measurement which would include all platforms, all screens and all forms of TV content 
viewing.  

• Audience measurement should reflect the way people watch TV content nowadays – a combination of 
panel data with device level census data is a direction to take.  

• The most difficult methodological challenge though is to combine TV panel people level data with the digital 
device level data. TV is a people’s business and we need to measure people, not platforms. It is especially 
crucial for the measurement of VOD/OTT content which 50% of the time is watched on big connected 
screens. Content on large TV screens is often consumed by several people, while it is measured as a single 
device.  

• Beyond audience measurement, the biggest challenge for TV4 is to prove the value of branding while 
providing evidence that TV ads drive sales.  

http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=275&presentation=964
http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=275&presentation=965
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ADDING TOOLS IN A MORE FLEXIBLE MEDIA ACCOUNTABILITY TOOLBOX 

 
Attention 

 
Joe Marchese, President, Advertising Revenue Fox Networks Group 
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• There is a way to look at people’s attention as the ultimate currency. One can say that attention is indeed 
a currency as it has all of its attributes: it is finite, liquid and useful. Finite – there is no such thing as 
multitasking, only switchtasking. Liquid – one can sell and buy attention. Useful – what people pay attention 
to shapes culture, politics and economics.  

• Attention is more valuable now because there is no deficit of information and entertainment and to get 
someone’s attention becomes more difficult.  

• TV is very good at getting people’s attention and in theory TV’s inventory price should be skyrocketing as 
in the case of any other scarce valuable currency. But it is not because of the long tail of the internet which 
has flooded the market with cheap (sometimes fake) attention causing a deflation.  

• TV should base its pricing on the value of attention, not on the ad performance. TV builds brands: it takes 
time and lots of attention.  If it pays off for brands, there should be a premium on pricing.   

• The main idea is that the market of human attention should not be priced by the effect that human attention 
has on a particular product. Advertisers should pay for the access to attention not for the outcome.  

• The price of attention should be based on how people value their attention. Otherwise they will turn to ad 
free paid media and it will be an issue for both – advertisers and ad-supported media.  

 
Viewability 

 
Addy Cutts, Director of Publisher Development Moat/Oracle 
 

  
 
 

 
Watch on egta website 
 

• It is getting increasingly difficult to capture people’s attention nowadays and TV is still very effective and 
good at it. It is important to learn from the high standards set by TV video advertising and to take them into 
account when dealing with digital video. 

• Digital is facing some fundamental challenges – viewability and attention. It is important for campaigns’ 
effectiveness to increase the standards of viewability and the quality of exposures.  

• To be able to measure, compare and optimise these parameters, MOAT introduced Video Score – a score 
of 0-100 which takes into account duration (video length seen and video length heard) as well as the 
percentage of the screen the ad occupied. 

• It is informed by research that studied the effect of the score’s individual parameters against brand equity 
metrics. 

 
  

http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=276&presentation=966
http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=276&presentation=967
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Full-funnel attribution  
 

Ben Tatta, Co-founder & President 605 
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• 605 is an independent data analytics company which focuses on measuring the impact of TV campaigns 
by aggregating census level STB data from 12 million HH in the US and ACR data.   

• The key feature of 605’s analysis is an ability to match actual customer data with viewing data which allows 
for direct attribution analysis.  

• To be able to measure the sales uplift among the same set of households, instead of relying on sample 
and ascription modelling, it is crucial a) to have consumer data from an advertiser or third parties b) census 
level viewing data c) be able (technically and legally) to match these data and to scale. The only way to do 
the match in compliance with PII requirement is to do it in an impersonalized (anonymised??) way and to 
use third party “safe heavens” like Experian, LiveRamp etc.  

• In most cases, such analysis help significantly improve the impact of sales campaigns by optimizing 
targeting and planning. But the biggest advantage of direct attribution and actual viewing data is an 
opportunity to analyse the possible impact of a brand or PR campaigns on sales. That wat 605 did for one 
of its clients – Walmart.  

• 605 used models based on deep and broad, aggregated census-level data to identify, prioritize, and target 
audience segments at an individual level. Such an analysis allows for the optimization of PR campaigns 
across relevant customer segments to increase not only brand metrics but to drive sales too.  

 
Audience targeting  

 
Robert Farazin, Chief Executive Officer TVbeat  
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• TV Beat provides tools to streamline all data available to TV publishers’, including 1st and 3rd party viewing 
data, in order to measure and improve the content and advertising performance.  

• The availability of first party census data gives TV publishers an opportunity to create and analyse new 
audience segments, beyond TAM metrics. This new level of targeting brings new segments of clients, 
unlocks niche audiences and increases the value of the inventory.  

• TV publishers have access to three main sets of data - Demographic data (registration, CRM, 3rd party 
demo data), Advertising/Promo data (addressable TV ads, Digital Ad Views at census level) and Viewing 
Behaviour (cross-screen 1st party viewership data, all viewing types at census level, STB and OTT). To 
activate these sets of data it is necessary to harmonise the data which is the most difficult part of the whole 
process.  

 
  

http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=276&presentation=968
http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=276&presentation=969
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Transparency  
 

 Dave Morgan, Founder & Chief Executive Officer Simulmedia 
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• The way national TV advertising is planned and bought now in the US (upfront deals, focus on dayparts, 
GRPs, basic target audiences and packages) is driving down the CPMs of non-prime inventory.  While 
these non-prime impressions represent 67% of national TV ads, they have an average CPM of $1.3 vs $9 
CPM of prime time   

• The upfront system is not transparent and not flexible enough to provide an optimal yield to TV and effective 
impression-based targeting to advertisers. It has to be changed.  

• Changing it means creating a marketplace for linear TV to enable impression-based buying and flexible 
targeting. Because TV advertising is supply-constrained, not demand-constrained like digital display, the 
marketplace wouldn’t drive prices down, quite the opposite.  

• Such a transparent marketplace would drive new brands to TV, create a new sales channel outside of the 
media agencies, maximise yield, enable the sale of under-appreciated non-prime dayparts at higher prices, 
improves operational efficiency.  

 
Telco data 
 

Bart Cobbaert, Head of Addressable Advertising Telenet 
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• Telco providers, such as Telenet in Belgium, have lots of data about TV viewing and consumers and the 
data they collect can be a valuable addition to existing TAMs 

• In Flanders 70% of all HH have a Telenet set-top box: 1.4 million HH with interactive DTV and 1,7 million 
have STB; 400k are subscribers of Yelo OTT service.   

• Telenet has rich sets of data about its users, including socio-demographic data, indicators of purchase 
power, lifestyle and interests. Combining this type of data with viewing data from devices and OTT would 
enable TV publishers to analyse and make improvements both to their programming as well as to their 
advertising activities.  

• Telco data combined with individual panel data have the potential to deliver more accurate audience 
measurement. It can unlock a new set of insights thus helping the TV ecosystem to secure or bring back 
budgets (from digital) 
 

  

http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=276&presentation=970
http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=276&presentation=972
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TV analytics 
 

Pierre Figeat, Co-founder & President Admo.tv 
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• TV is an effective and powerful brand-building tool but it lacks direct business impact-based metrics. While 
there is plenty of evidence to show that TV works and builds brands; for marketing managers it is sometimes 
difficult to justify investing in media which are not supported by data that prove their short-term effect. 

• Admo.TV offers a solution to link TV advertising with the online activities of the viewers which would enable 
both marketers and TV publishers to measure TV’s impact on web conversion.  

• The technology detects TV commercials in real time and online tags track web traffic to measure visible 
spikes after the broadcast of a specific commercial. The aggregation of such data with users/viewers 
matching allows better optimisation against main online KPIs such as cost per visit and cost per acquisition, 
but also provides the necessary material for traditional brand metrics and econometric modelling.  

• This also allows for a more predictive analytics approach to advertising campaign planning. Based on the 
large sets of collected data, it is possible to forecast what the best performance-based media plan for a TV 
campaign might look like. 

• Having viewers’ data linked to web activities in real time gives TV an opportunity to be included in online 
marketing attribution models as an equally measurable advertising channel and show the traffic and 
conversions generated by TV.  

 
Blockchain 
 

Thomas Bremond, General Manager, International Comcast Advanced Advertising 
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• Data in the media world is for from perfect – it is fragmented, soiled, complicated. 

• A potential solution could be to deploy decentralised and encrypted a blockchain-based solution to make 
data work and to keep it safe for both data owners and data users. In simple words: a decentralised and 
encrypted data management platform would enable the non-personally-identifiable exchange of audience 
insights needed for addressable advertising.  

• Comcast’s ambition is to build a platform which will directly connect isolated sets of users’ data generated 
by interactions between media, brands and platforms. These sets of data will be activated via direct 
encrypted requests on a peer-to-peer basis without the involvement of third-party safe heavens or without 
the necessity to “open” data to a third party for matching purposes. During such encrypted direct blind 
matches or exchanges, data actually never leaves the source of origin.  

• This approach could facilitate the scaling and activation of advertisers’ data which for now are rarely shared 
with publishers. The activation of these sets of data will lead to more effective media buying and will 
increase the value of publishers’ inventory, bring new level of targeting and improve ROI.  

• Blockchain encryption, theoretically, offers the benefits of full data transparency and exchanges between 
advertisers, publishers and customers without any real exchange while securing full privacy for all parties.  

 
  

http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=276&presentation=973
http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=276&presentation=978
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ACR 
 

Tom Weiss, CTO & Chief Data Scientist Dativa 
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• ACR stands for Automatic Content Recognition – a set of technologies which enable the identification, 
reporting and analysis of audio-visual content played on a smart TV screen. Since the technology is based 
on capturing on screen events and matching it with content databases, it can track any content on Smart 
TV regardless of its source – broadcast, OTT, STB, streaming etc.  

• ACR data comes from a smart TV which is usually a “shared device” and therefore such data has a 
completely different privacy regime. The post-GDPR situation is very grey now when it comes to data from 
Smart TV because for now there is no technical nor legal way to ensure that consent is provided in all 
instances of data collection. This is one of the barriers to scaling ACR data in Europe.  

• The ecosystem of TV data sets now consists mostly of TAM sample data, STB data, OTT data and ACR 
data. TAM data provides a very complete although somewhat “blurry” picture of the situation, STB data is 
granular but covers only certain HH and finally ACR data has fewer holes than STB but has a big hole of 
HH without smart tv and opted-out ones.  

• There is a big opportunity to have a more comprehensive and detailed picture but it requires to find a way 
to properly fuse these datasets.  

 

EMBRACING THE FUTURE TODAY 

 
TV, meet data! 
 

Jakob Nielsen, Chief Executive Officer Finecast 
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• Th measured commercial TV impact is declining for most audiences. It is becoming increasingly difficult for 
advertisers to maintain past reach levels. But it is not because TV is dying, it is because TV viewing patterns 
are changing and advertising buying and measurement have to follow that trend.  

• Finecast’s main offer is the opportunity to capture and address TV audiences across all platforms – mobile, 
TV, STB, Smart TVs, connected devices. It took more than 5 years to build as each platform and player 
requires different integrations.  

• Due to its connected nature, the video inventory aggregated by Finecast is addressable. It combines all the 
advantages of addressability, including new audience segments and better targeting. Advertisers are 
excited about addressability and there is a demand for it. TV has to invest and bring a relevant supply of 
addressable inventory to get these budgets.  

• TV has to evolve very quickly and to invest in technology to compete with FANG. The competition is very 
strong and these companies are developing new products very fast. For instance, Amazon wants to take 
30% of the ad inventory generated by ad supported apps on Amazon Fire to monetise it independently.  

• The biggest opportunities for TV lie with their addressable inventory and the long tale of new possible TV 
advertisers.  

 
  

http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=276&presentation=974
http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=277&presentation=975
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Taking the golden standard of TV measurement to the next level.  
 

Megan Clarken, Global President, Watch Nielsen 
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• In a world where many tech solutions and data analytics and providers exist the main work focus and the 
fundamental role of a company like Nielsen is to provide standardised, verified and trusted audience reach 
data. How many people were reached and how many times are the most important metrics for a currency. 
It is the foundation of any media planning and all additional data comes just on top.  The measurement of 
KPIs such as engagement or even ROI are not incumbent on the measurement industry. 

• To meet the expectations of advertisers, Nielsen uses all main existing methods and available data sources: 
it needs to maintain the high-quality of TAM panels, process and clean the noisy STB return path data, 
bring ACR data (Gracenote), PPM data for audio and video (Arbitron) and gather device level census data 
with tracing pixels. 

• Non-reach metrics and KPIs are important for ROI but it all starts with Reach.  And to measure Reach 
properly requires a lot of technologies and investments so that it can be done in the same way for everyone 
and be accepted as a reliable tool for ad trading. That’s why changes and evolution take time and require 
the consensus of all key players.  

• All industry partners are responsible for the provision of a clear and proper brief to measurement companies 
– an agreement on key currency parameters, especially eligibility standards for advertising.  Nielsen is 
ready to provide the necessary expertise but it is up to the market, and a shared responsibility to take a 
stand and set up new standards. Currency and standards in media have to be less confusing for advertisers, 
otherwise, they prefer to spend more on BTL and digital.  

 
When TV takes its destiny into its own hands and helps shape the future of media accountability 
 

Linda Yaccarino, Chairman, Advertising Sales and Client Partnerships NBCU 
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• Now is the time for TV to set new standards and confront the inertia which holds the industry back. NBCU 
feels forced to set new standards in three key areas - measurement, commercial innovation and consumer 
experience. Technology is also very important. We have to change and even more importantly we have to 
grow more comfortable with that change. 

• We need to put the consumer first – using data and new technologies to improve viewers’ experience, in 
particular by reducing the ad load and making ads more relevant and targeted. This will eventually increase 
the effectiveness of ads and will drive performance for advertisers.  

• Measurement innovations started with TAD -Total Audience Delivered- an trading currency adopted for the 
Olympics and continued with the adoption of CFlight – a cross all-screen verified audience measurement 
and a currency that is welcomed by the market including by measurement companies like Nielsen or 
ComScore. NBCU’s vision is that CFlight has to become an open industry standard for total TV 
measurement as well as a currency.   

• Commercial innovation and technology are a crucial focus for NBCU to scale addressable TV advertising 
– an opportunity to send the right ad, at the right time to the right audience. Such technologies empower 

http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=277&presentation=976
http://www.egta.com/index.php?page=event-individual&idEvent=124&session=277&presentation=977
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TV with an ability to deliver results to both customers and advertisers thanks to the hugely beneficial 
combination of massive premium content audiences and digital capabilities and data.  

• Technology also means the democratisation of TV advertising, especially for D2C brands. TV can deliver 
a scaled audience with the intelligence which brands get used to have with digital advertising.  

 

CLOSING REMARKS  

 
 Katty Roberfroid, Director General, egta 
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• To secure a bright future for TV we all need to cooperate, start working with existing solutions now and 
developing new tools fast.  

• There are simple and complex solutions. At this stage, we need to start at least with the simple ones and 
make progress.  

• There is an immediate need for the harmonisation of jargon, audience segments and other key elements 
of TV advertising. While TV operates predominantly at the national level, advertisers are international and 
they demand international standards. 

• It is important to provide and use comparable data and make progress towards the adoption of common 
currencies. The format and metrics within such a currency are still to be agreed but is it clear that changes 
and an evolution of existing TAMs are needed. Still, it is important to keep in mind what is incumbent on 
the measurement industry and what isn’t so that we all contribute to the overall effort. 

• To compete with international digital platforms, TV needs to make the ad-buying process easier and 
increase accessibility of inventory across different channels, publishers and markets. Measurement is one 
thing but the design and adoption of common inventory consultation at first and possibly buying platforms 
as a later step are an important part of the future of a successful Total Video ecosystem. It won’t be easy 
to achieve, but definitely worth striving for. 

 

 

  


